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Within the framework of a two-fluid description, possible pathways for the generation of fast flows
�dynamical as well as steady� in the closed magnetic fields are established. It is shown that a primary
plasma flow �locally sub-Alfvénic� is accelerated while interacting with ambient arcade-like closed
field structures. The time scale for creating reasonably fast flows ��100 km/s� is dictated by the
initial ion skin depth, while the amplification of the flow depends on local plasma �. It is shown that
distances over which the flows become “fast” are �0.01R0 from the interaction surface �R0 being
a characteristic length of the system�; later, the fast flow localizes �with dimensions �0.05R0� in
the upper central region of the original arcade. For fixed initial temperature, the final speed
��500 km/s� of the accelerated flow and the modification of the field structure are independent of
the time duration �lifetime� of the initial flow. In the presence of dissipation, these flows are likely
to play a fundamental role in the heating of the finely structured stellar atmospheres; their relevance
to the solar wind is also obvious. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2204832�
I. INTRODUCTION

In astrophysics, particularly in the physics of the solar
atmosphere, a plasma “flow” could be assigned at least two
connotations. �1� It is a primary object whose dynamics
bears critically on the phenomena under investigation. The
problems of the formation and the original heating of the
coronal structures, the creation of channels for particle es-
cape, and field-opening, for instance, fall in this category. �2�
The flow is a secondary feature of the system, possibly cre-
ated as a by-product and/or used to drive or suppress an
instability. Since the generation of flows, which will eventu-
ally create the structures observed in the solar atmosphere �as
shown in Ref. 1�, is the theme of this effort, the flows here
are fundamental. In a typical astrophysical environment,2

there will be numerous sites for particle acceleration/flow
generation.

By working out the consequences of a simple two-fluid
model, several recent studies �see Ref. 3� have revealed the
breadth of phenomena made possible by the combined action
of the flow-velocity and the magnetic fields. The flow-based
approach will prove, perhaps, crucial in the study of systems
such as the accretion disks, the stellar and pulsar atmo-
spheres, and the solar corona—all observationally found to
be highly dynamic arenas replete with multiple-scale spa-
tiotemporal structures �see, e.g., Ref. 4 for the solar corona�.
The approach, when applied to the solar corona, gains im-
mense credibility with the discovery that strong flows are
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found everywhere—in the subcoronal �chromosphere� as
well as in the coronal regions �see, e.g., Ref. 5 and references
therein�. Recent phenomenology strongly emphasizes that
the stellar atmospheres are extremely inhomogeneous �in all
parameters� with small- and large-scale closed magnetic field
structures with different temperatures coexisting in nearby
regions. For example, two-temperature solar coronal models
constructed from SOHO/EIT observations indicate compli-
cated magnetic topology and fine-scale structuring of the co-
rona �including coronal holes�.6 It is also clear that the
mechanisms for energy transport, channeling of particles,
and field openings are deeply connected with the challenging
and exciting problems of plasma heating and of the origin of
the wind/jets.7,8

Recent observations, for instance, suggest that the en-
ergy source for solar coronal heating is very likely a by-
product of the outflow of heat from Sun’s interior through
the convection zone. The convection zone acts as a heat en-
gine, converting some of the thermal energy into mechanical
�flow� and magnetic energy; a part of this energy �mechani-
cal and magnetic� enters the corona, and finally dissipates
into heat. Thus, one of the possible sources for the eventual
heating of the corona could be the kinetic energy in the flows
which were created and energized somewhere in the lower
parts of the solar atmosphere.

There are three obvious energy sources that could power
significant flow generation and acceleration: the rotational
energy, the magnetic field �both large-scale and short-scale
including turbulence�, and the thermal pressure of the
plasma. The key to an understanding of the energization of

the flow is to carefully study the march of a primitive relative
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low energy flow as it passes through specific regions of the
atmosphere �with varying temperature� immersed in mag-
netic field structures of varying scale lengths.

Finding sources and mechanisms for the creation of
flows has been an active industry for some time. Accelera-
tion models based on magnetorotational instabilities; exis-
tence of shock fronts in kinetic energy; catastrophic models
of flow production in which the magnetic energy is suddenly
converted into bulk kinetic energy �and thermal energy� are
rather well known; various forms of magnetic reconnection
�flares, micro- and nanoflares� schemes permeate the litera-
ture. A few other mechanisms of this genre also exist: apply-
ing the ansatz of torsional Alfvén waves for various astro-
physical objects, Uchida et al.9 proposed that the major part
of the supply of energy and mass to the active regions of the
corona may come from a dynamical leakage of magnetic
twists produced in the subphotospheric convection layer. A
catastrophic model for flow generation was presented in Ref.
10, where it is shown that a slowly evolving closed structure
�modeled as a double-Beltrami �DB� two-fluid equilibrium�
may experience, under appropriate conditions, a sudden loss
of equilibrium with the initial magnetic energy appearing as
the mass flow energy. Another mechanism, based on loop
interactions and fragmentations and explaining the formation
of loop threads, was given in Sakai and Furusawa;11 the sug-
gestion based on cascade of shock wave interactions was
made in Ref. 12. A more quasistatic mechanism for flow
generation taking into account the density inhomogeneity of
the structures was given in Ref. 13. Mahajan et al.14 have
recently proposed and explored the “reverse-dynamo”
mechanism: the amplification/generation of plasma flows by
microscale �turbulent� magnetic fields via the magnetofluid
coupling enhanced by the Hall effect. The basic result is that
macroscopic magnetic fields and flows are generated simul-
taneously and proportionately from microscopic turbulence
�magnetic and kinetic�. The mechanisms based on the wave-
energy transformation and instabilities can be operative at
different stages of the flow evolution and could be crucial for
acceleration �see, e.g., Ref. 15 and references therein�.

Investigations on flow acceleration/generation in the
stellar atmospheres, carried out in this paper, are based on
the dynamical two-fluid model suggested in Ref. 1 �rotation
is neglected for such systems�. We find that the acceleration
process unfolds in two distinct stages: an extremely fast
stage �right at the lower chromospheric heights� giving rise
to a significant flow acceleration followed by a quasistatic
stage in which the newly created fast flows are further accel-
erated via the magnetofluid coupling �by the reverse-dynamo
mechanism, perhaps�. The detailed nature of the accelerated
flows is found to depend on the initial and boundary condi-
tions.

This paper has two main sections. In Sec. II, we present
a quasi-equilibrium analytical approach toward flow genera-
tion while in Sec. III, the results of numerical simulation of
the full time-dependent two-fluid system are presented. An
attempt is made to understand the numerical results in the

background of the analytical theory.
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II. QUASI-EQUILIBRIUM PATHWAY OF FLOW
ACCELERATION DUE TO MAGNETOFLUID
COUPLING: RESTRICTIONS AND ANALYSIS

The observational evidence suggests that a typical closed
field structure in the solar atmosphere passes through a
quasi-equilibrium stage �possibly even a series of quasi-
equilibria� before it reaches the final explosive or distortion/
deformation stage when it may flare or trigger the escape of
fast particles. We will endeavor to understand the physics of
these quasi-equilibrium structures within the framework of
Hall magnetohydrodynamics �HMHD�—a minimal two-fluid
model that entertains two interacting scales that can be quite
disparate; the macroscopic scale of the system is generally
much larger than the ion skin depth, the intrinsic micro scale
of HMHD at which ion kinetic inertia effects become impor-
tant �see Refs. 1, 3, and 10�. In HMHD, the ion �v� and
electron �ve=v− j /en� flow velocities are different even in
the limit of zero electron inertia. For analytic simplicity, we
assume T=const→n−1� p→T� ln n �generalization to a
homentropic fluid: p=const·n� is straightforward and was
performed in numerical work13�. The dimensionless equa-
tions describing the model equilibrium can be written as

1

n
� � b � b + �� rA0

r
− �0 ln n −

V2

2
� + V � �� � V�

= 0, �1�

� � ��V −
�0

n
� � b� � b	 = 0, �2�

� · �nV� = 0, �3�

� · b = 0, �4�

invoking the standard normalizations: the density n to n0, the
magnetic field to the some measure of the ambient field B0

and velocities to the Alfvén velocity VA0. We assign equal
temperatures to the electron and the protons so that the
kinetic pressure p is given by: p= pi+ pe
2nT, T=Ti
Te.
The parameters rA0=GM /VA0

2 R0=2�0 /rc0, �0=�i0 /R0,
�0=cs0

2 /VA0
2 are defined with n0, T0, B0; cs0=�2T0 /mi is the

sound speed. We note that the Hall current contributions be-
come significant when the dimensionless Hall coefficient
�0=�i0 /R0 �R0 is the characteristic scale length of a system
and �i0=c /�i0 is the collisionless skin depth� satisfies the
condition: �0	
, where 
 is the inverse Lundquist number
for the plasma. For instance, for a typical solar plasma �in
the corona, the chromosphere and the transition region
�TR��, this condition is easily satisfied ��0 is in the range
10−10−10−7 for densities within �1014−108� cm−3 and

=c2 / �4�VA0R����10−14, where R� is solar radius, and �
is the plasma conductivity�. In such circumstances, the Hall
currents modifying the dynamics of the microscopic flows
and fields could have a profound impact on the generation of
macroscopic magnetic fields16 and fast flows.13,14 In the non-
dissipative limit, the system allows the well-known double-

Beltrami solutions:
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b + �0 � � V = dnV, b = an�V −
�0

n
� � b	 , �5�

where a and d are the dimensionless constants related to
ideal invariants: the magnetic h1=��A ·b�d3x and the gener-
alized h2=��A+V� ·�� �A+V�d3x helicities �see Refs. 1
and 3�. Substituting �5� into �1�–�3�, one obtains the Ber-
noulli condition

��2�0rc0

r
− �0 ln n −

V2

2
� = 0, �6�

relating the density to the flow kinetic energy, and the solar
gravity.

Equations �1�, �5�, and �6� represent a closed system.
They may be easily manipulated to yield an alternative form
�g�r�=rc0 /r�:

�0
2

n
� � � � V + �0 � � �� 1

an
− d�nV	 + �1 −

d

a
�V = 0,

�7�

�0
2 � � �1

n
� � b� + �0 � � �� 1

an
− d�b	

+ �1 −
d

a
�b = 0, �8�

n = exp�− �2g0 −
V0

2

2�0
− 2g +

V2

2�0
�	 . �9�

Equations �7� and �9� can be solved for the density and the
velocity field V, and b could then be determined from �5�.

In the astrophysical systems, one observes quasi-
equilibrium magnetic structures with both homogeneous
�practically anywhere� and inhomogeneous �especially in the
lower stellar atmosphere� densities. By invoking appropriate
variational principles, one can show that the generic double-
Beltrami class of equilibria are accessible in all cases of in-
terest: constant density, constant temperature, or when the
plasma obeys an equation of state. Maximum analytical
headway, however, is possible for constant density. In that
case the Beltrami-Bernoulli system consists of a set of linear
equations and has two well-defined scales of variation. Non-
constant density does not lead to a linear chain �see �7� and
�9��, but allows phenomena peculiar to nonlinear systems. It
is the latter class of systems that we will deal with now.

Rewriting DB equations �5� as

�0 � � b = −
1

a
b + nV, �0 � � V = − b + dnV , �10�

and defining a vector

Q = �b

V
� , �11�

we may write �10� as

�0 � � Q = MQ , �12�
where
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M = �− a−1, n

− 1, dn
� . �13�

The matrix M can be diagonalized by a similarity transfor-
mation

SMS−1 = ��+, 0

0, �−
� , �14�

where ��2− �dn−a−1��+n�1−da−1�=0�, �±= 1
2 ��dn

−a−1�±��dn+a−1�2−4n� are standard roots. S is found to be
�n is a slowly varying parameter, see the Bernoulli condition;
V2 and g are slowly varying�:

S = �1, − ��+ + a−1�
1, − ��− + a−1�

� . �15�

Then, if density fall is at a much slower rate than the slow
scale of the Beltrami system ��− /�0 , �, rewriting �12� as

�0 � � SQ = �SMS−1�SQ = ��+, 0

0, �−
�SQ , �16�

one finds

SQ = �Q+

Q−
� = �b − ��+ + a−1�V

b − ��− + a−1�V
� �17�

each obeying its own independent �fully decoupled� equation

� � Q± =
�±

�0
Q±. �18�

We will now calculate the amplification conditions for
inhomogeneous density flows. We choose the constants a
�d=100, so that �a−d� /ad�10−6. This choice insures that
two homogeneous Beltrami scales will be vastly different.

Assuming n� �ad�−1, i.e., the density falls within the
structure is not more than three orders of magnitude �a mild
restriction�, we find

�+ � dn, �− �
a − d

ad
. �19�

Notice that, for realistic solar atmosphere parameters
�chromosphere, TR, corona�, �0�10−9−10−11 and the fast
Beltrami scale �+ /�0�1011−1013 is very oscillatory and its
amplitude must go to zero. This gives a relation between the
velocity and the magnetic field

Q+ = b − �dn + a−1�V 
 b − dnV = 0, �20�

and the approximate equation for the pertinent macroscopic
solution takes the form

� � Q− =
a − d

ad�0
Q−

with Q− = b −
V

d

 b . �21�

For a one-dimensional system �variation along the height Z�
with the normalizing boundary condition b0=1, Eq. �21�

leads to
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�

�z
�bx

2 + by
2� = 0 Þ bx

2 + by
2 = b0�

2 , �22�

which, through Eq. �20�, implies Vx
2+Vy

2=b0�
2 /d2n2. From

the continuity equation and the DB condition, Vz=V0z /n
�b0z /dn. Finally, we derive

V2 =
1

d2n2 , �23�

which converts the Bernoulli condition Eq. �23� �T0=const�
to

�− 2�0n2 +
1

d2� �n

�z
= n3g . �24�

Notice that the maximum allowed velocity through this
mechanism is �compare with the condition �10� of Ref. 13�

Vmax =
1

dnmin
= �2�0�1/2. �25�

Similar results are obtained for a�d�1 when the inverse
microscale �−�a−a−1�1 with dn−a�1; and also when
we assume an equation of state and the temperature is al-
lowed to vary �T=n−, 0��1�.

We can now collect the principal results of the simple
analysis:

�1� The transverse components of the magnetic field vary
keeping bx

2+by
2=b0�

2 =const.
�2� The density and the velocity fields are related approxi-

mately by V2=1/d2n2, so that the magnetic energy does
not change much; i.e., b2=const to leading order.

�3� The Bernoulli condition transforms to the defining dif-
ferential equation for density, which has to be larger than
nmin= �2�0�−1/2d−1. The existence of nmin also implies via
V2=1/d2n2 that the maximum allowed velocity is given
by �25�.
It is interesting to mention that the latest observations on

the quasi-equilibrium coronal loops indicate that the so-
called quasiperiodic intensity oscillations are found to propa-
gate upward with speeds of the order of the �adiabatic/
isothermal� coronal sound speed �see Ref. 17 and references
therein�. The simple analysis, presented here, is fully consis-
tent with the observation.

One notices from �24� that near the singularity at
n=nmin, the spatial variation of density �and in particular of
the velocity� becomes very pronounced. In such a region of
steep density fall �and velocity rise�, the time-independent
dissipationless approach will not be valid. The Bernoulli
equation �6�, however, clearly reveals the origin of the very
fast first stage of dynamical acceleration found in the simu-
lations �see the results of the following section�. From Eq.
�24�, we also see that the distance over which the catastrophe
appears is determined by the strength of gravity g�z�. We
also learn that the final amplification of the flow speed �for a
given ambient magnetic field� is determined by the local

value of �0.
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For the gross features of the system, the value of �0, as
long as it is finite, is quite irrelevant, it just determines how
fast the transverse components of magnetic and velocity
fields oscillate. However, as we will see below, when dissi-
pation is present, then �0, through the mediation of short-
scale physics, plays a crucial role in the acceleration/heating
processes.

We end this section by summarizing previous work10

relevant to structures with constant density. For n=const, one
finds two distinct scenarios for eruptive events: �1� when a
“slowly” evolving structure finds itself in a state of no equi-
librium and �2� when the process of creating a long-lived hot
structure is prematurely aborted; the flow shrinks/distorts the
structure that suddenly shines and/or releases energy or
ejects particles. The latter mechanism requires a detailed
time-dependent treatment. The semi-equilibrium, collision-
less magnetofluid treatment pertains only to the former
case.10 In the references cited, the conditions for catastrophic
transformations of an original DB state were investigated. It
was shown that when the total energy of the original state
exceeds a critical value, the DB equilibrium suddenly relaxes
to a single-Beltrami state corresponding to the larger macro-
scopic scale; at the transition, much of the magnetic energy
b2 of the original state is converted to heat/flow kinetic
energy.

III. DYNAMICAL GENERATION OF FAST FLOWS

In this section we will go further and numerically model
the dynamical evolution of the acceleration of plasma flows.
Numerical simulations were guided by the observational evi-
dence that in various astrophysical systems there exist fully
ionized and magnetized plasma structures such that the dy-
namical two-fluid model will constitute an adequate descrip-
tion for flow acceleration. The dimensionless two-fluid equa-
tions describing the flow-field interaction processes can be
read off from Ref. 1:

�

�t
V + �V · ��V =

1

n
� � b � b − �0

1

n
� �nT� + �� rA0

r
�

+ �i�n,T���2V +
1

3
� �� · V�	 , �26�

�

�t
b − � � �V −

�0

n
� � b� � b

= �0�0 � �1

n
� � ��nT� , �27�

� · b = 0, �28�

�
n + � · nV = 0, �29�
�t
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3

2
n

d

dt
�2T� + ��qi + qe�

= − 2nT � · V + 2�0
−1�i�n,T�n

��1

2
� �Vk

�xl
+

�Vl

�xk
�2

−
2

3
�� · V�2	

+
5

2
�0�� � b� · �T −

�0

n
�� � b� � �nT� + EH − ER,

�30�

where �i�n ,T� is the ion kinematic viscosity, qe �qi� is the
dimensionless electron �ion� heat flux density, EH is the local
mechanical heating function, and ER is the total radiative
loss. We note that the full viscosity tensor relevant to a mag-
netized plasma is rather cumbersome, and we do not display
it here. Just to have a feel for the importance of spatial varia-
tion in viscous dissipation, we have displayed its relatively
simple symmetric form. It is to be clearly understood that
this version is meant only for theoretical elucidation and not
for detailed simulation.

To establish the relevant parameter regime for simula-
tion, we turn to the solar atmosphere and invoke the recent
solar observational data �see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 18 and refer-
ences therein�. We also assume that the processes that gen-
erate the primary flows and the primary �ambient� solar mag-

FIG. 1. Initial symmetric profiles of the radial velocity Vz, and density n.
The respective maxima �at x=0� are �2 km/s and 1012 cm−3.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Contour plots for the y component of vector potential
A �flux function� in the x -z plane for a typical arcade-like solar magnetic
field �initial distribution�. The field has a maximum Bmax�x0=0 ,z0=0�

=100 G.
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netic fields are independent and the primary plasma flows
begin to interact with the ambient field at time t=0. The
choice of initial conditions is dictated by the observational
evidence presented in the introduction. Our approach is con-
sistent with the observational argument that the flow of the
solar wind is influenced by the closed field structures �see,
e.g., Ref. 7 and references therein� since in the finely struc-
tured atmosphere it is expected that the acceleration and
trapping/heating of plasma particles are self-consistent pro-
cesses. We will dwell, in this paper, on the representative
problem of the trapping and acceleration of the primary flow
impinging on a single closed-line structure. The simulation
was performed for a variety of initial and boundary condi-
tions and essential aspects of the typical results will be pre-
sented below.

The general set of Eqs. �26�–�30� was solved numeri-
cally in Cartesian geometry for 2.5 dimensions �2.5D�
��y =0�. Note that the 2.5D Cartesian nature of our code does
not allow us to explore large distances from the surface due
to interference with the boundaries. Fortunately that does not
translate into a serious shortcoming because much of the
action is found to be limited to regions very close to the
surface; the simulation results, therefore, are quite trustwor-
thy in the revelation of the basic processes of interest. In
carrying out the simulations an important assumption was
made: the diffusion time of magnetic field is longer than the
duration of the interaction process �the Hall term is important
in the parameter range relevant to this paper�.

A short summary of our numerical methods is in order.
We use the 2.5D version of Lax-Wendroff finite differ-

ence numerical scheme along with applying the Flux-
Corrected-Transport procedure.19 The predictor-corrector
type of approximation was used. Equation �28� was replaced
by its equivalent for the y component of the vector potential
to ensure the divergence-free property of the magnetic field.
The equation of heat conduction was treated separately by
the alternate direction implicit method with iterations. Trans-
port coefficients for heat conduction and viscosity are taken
from Braginski.20 Our estimates show that the magnetic field
does not develop components with sufficient microscopic
fluctuations to make the diffusion term important. In addi-
tion, the force term in Eq. �27� is very small, and there was

FIG. 3. The original pulse is limited in time. A time plot of Vz,max�t ,z=0�
corresponding to the shape Vz�t ,z=0�=V0z sin��t / t0�; Vz�t	 t0�=0. The pa-
rameter t0 �1000 s for this pulse� can be interpreted as the “lifetime” of the
pulse.
no need to use numerical resistivity in the code. The numeri-
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cal viscosity was still included as an aid for smoothing. For
the main goal of the present study �to show the fast accel-
eration low in the atmosphere� these assumptions seem to be
satisfactory. Resistivity will be included in a later more com-
prehensive work.

Observations reveal that the radiation losses ��n2 and,
hence, different for different regions and strongly varying in
time� form the dominant part of energy loss from the solar
atmosphere �that is optically very thin�. Radiation losses are
strongly dependent on the gas composition, and the accuracy
of the atomic physics parameters as well as the values of the
relative elemental abundances. “In general, the effect of in-
cluding the process of dielectronic recombination and using
more accurate cross sections is not very large” on radiative
loss estimates.21 In Ref. 22, for a collisionally ionized plasma
at equilibrium, it is found that “for T�2.5·104 K and low
densities ��104 cm−3�, forbidden and semi-forbidden co-
efficients dominate the cooling. At higher densities
�	108 cm−3�, much of the forbidden-line radiation is sup-
pressed.” In Ref. 23 it is emphasized that “below 3·104 K
temperature plasma �due to hydrogen collisional excitation
peak� the forbidden-line cooling coefficient is strongly den-
sity and model dependent.” Drawing from this wealth of in-
formation, we believe that for the parameters of interest,
the ER term in the code could be simply approximated
by Bremsstrahlung radiation as carried out in Ref. 1. We use

FIG. 4. �Color online� The x -z contour plots at various time frames: 200, 50
two different initial lifetimes �left �right� panel t0=1000 s �t0=100 s��. The
original arcade field is deformed correspondingly.
a somewhat modified formula assuming it to be two times
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greater, ER=2EBr=2�1.69�10−25�n2T1/2Z3 erg/cm3 s,
�Z=1�. Since we were exploring a particular and inherent
heating mechanism, no external heating source EH was
needed. A numerical mesh of 280�220 points was used for
computation. The corresponding scheme is characterized by
second-order accuracy with respect to the chosen grid.

Our typical calculation consists of following the dynami-
cal trajectory of a flow �spatially and temporally localized,
initially a Gaussian, Figs. 1 and 3� as it enters a region nested
with arcade-like closed field line structures with varying
scales. For the observational evidence of such short-lived
photospheric upflows with velocities �10 km/s, one can
consult, e.g., Refs. 1 and 24 and references therein.

Let us begin with a symmetric, initially weak
�V0max�Cs0� flow embedded in a single two-dimensional
arcade with circular field lines in the x -z plane �see Fig. 2 for
the vector potential/flux function�. The arcade field attains its
maximum value Bmax�xo ,z=0��B0z at x0 at its center, and is
a decreasing function of the height z �radial direction�. This
field was assumed to be initially uniform in time. When do-
ing so, we choose the parameters to satisfy the observational
constraint that, over a period of some tens of minutes, the
location of the trapping/acceleration must have a relatively
smooth evolution. The final shape and location of the struc-
ture of the associated B�r , t�, for example, will be naturally

00, 1500, 2000, and 2500 s for the dynamical evolution of Ay for flows with
a critical time ��1000 s� when the accelerated flow bifurcates in two; the
0, 10
re is
defined by its material source, by the dynamics, and by the
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initial field B0�r , t�. We use the following representation for
the magnetic field: B=��A+Bzẑ, and for the given geom-
etry, A�0;Ay ;0�; b=B /B0z; bx�t ,x ,z�0��0.

From a variety of runs on the flow-field evolution,
we have chosen to display pictorially the results correspond-
ing to the following initial and boundary conditions:
B0z=100 G, and the flow parameters: Vmax�xo ,z=0�=V0z

=2.18�105 cm/s; n0max=1012 cm−3; T�x ,z=0�=const=T0

=3 eV. The background plasma density is nbg=0.2n0max. In
simulations, the initial density ratio n�x ,z , t=0�=n /n0max is
an exponentially decreasing function of z. Experience gained
from numerous runs taught us that the processes under study
are localized within a small area of interaction. As a result
we are able to settle on the following boundary condition,
�xK�x= ± � ,z , t�=0, which was used with sufficiently high
accuracy for all parameters K�A ,T ,V ,B ,n�. Observations
further guided us to assume that the initial velocity field has
a pulse-like distribution �Fig. 3� with a time duration �life-
time� t0�50 s. A large number of runs also showed that the
dynamical picture is strongly dependent on the relative
strengths of the initial flow pressure and the magnetic field
strength.

The time evolution of our initial configuration �Figs.
1–3� leads to Figs. 4–8, in which we give the x -z contour
plots of all the relevant fields �Ay ; b  ;n ; V  ;T�; these fig-
ures contain the essence of the simulation. We find that the

FIG. 5. �Color online� The x -z contour plots for the dynamical evolution
caption�, strong magnetic field localization areas, carrying currents, are crea
acceleration is significant in the vicinity of the initial field

ownloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 128.83.179.119. Redistribution subject to 
maximum with strong deformation of field lines, and energy
redistribution. In this very region, the simulations show cool-
ing of the flow with serious density redistribution: part of the
flow is trapped in the maximum field localization area, accu-
mulated, cooled, and accelerated. The accelerated flow
reaches �100 km/s value in less than 100 s �in agreement
with recent observations in Refs. 5 and 12 and references
therein�. The accelerated flow is then decoupled from the
mother flow, and is localized in a distinguishable region with
dimensions �0.05R0 starting at a distance �0.01R0 from the
interaction surface. The time for reaching the quasi-
equilibrium parameters is determined by the initial and
boundary conditions �this conclusion holds in general�. Note
that in the stationary analysis presented in Sec. II, we had
already attempted to derive the characteristic steady state pa-
rameters �like the distance from the surface� of the simulated
system.

When viscosity and heat flux effects are included, the
flow acceleration evolution parameters depend strongly on
�0, the parameter measuring the strength of the Hall term in
the two-fluid equations. A very interesting and far-reaching
result �we believe� is that the final parameters of the accel-
erated flow, for a fixed initial temperature, are practically
independent of the temporal and spatial characteristics of the
initial flow �Figs. 4–8�; only the initial fast stage of accel-
eration up to �200 km/s depends slightly on the lifetime of

 exactly following the pattern of Fig. 4. After the bifurcation �see Fig. 4
ymmetrically about x=0.
of b
primary flows. Simulation results for two flows with differ-
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ent initial lifetimes �t0=1000 s �left panel� and t0=100 s
�right panel� in Figs. 4–8� illustrate this feature.

Notice that the simple consequences of the Bernoulli
equation worked out in the previous section had anticipated
these findings of the simulation.

We also found that at some critical time, the solutions
split into two parts; all fields, the magnetic �Figs. 4 and 5�,
the density �Fig. 6�, the velocity �Fig. 7�, and temperature
�Fig. 8� exhibit bifurcation. This process persists as initial
conditions vary. It is clearly demonstrated that the acceler-
ated mother flow bifurcates into two separate, fast daughter
flows �after an initial acceleration stage� modifying signifi-
cantly the original arcade structure. The characteristic fields
undergo rather similar dynamics for flow pulses with differ-
ent initial lifetimes. It should be emphasized that the daugh-
ter fields are still localized with their maxima on both sides
of the initial B-maximum rather than on it �following the
newly created B-maxima in the localization areas of each
accelerated daughter flow14�; there is also a shift along the
height.

In Fig. 9, we give the time evolution plots of the maxi-
mum values of all fields �Ay, b, bp, bz, n, V, Vp, Vz, T�
for a pulse-like flow interacting with a single arcade-
structure for different initial lifetimes �t0� of the flow
�t0=100 s �black�; t0=1000 s �red�; t0=2000 s �blue�;

FIG. 6. �Color online� The x -z contour plots for dynamical evolution of den
in the newly created magnetic field localization areas. The maximum density
flows have distinguishable dimensions �0.05R0.
t0→� �green��. We see, that after the initial acceleration
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stage, the magnetic energy maxima remain practically un-
changed up to some “blow-up” time ��2000 s� at which the
gradients become too steep and the simulation results cease
to be meaningful. The same result holds for the maxima of
the transverse and parallel magnetic field energies �with
�10% accuracy�. For a given ambient field b0�r , t� and fixed
T0��0�, the spatial maximum of each parameter exhibits
practically similar dynamics �independent of the initial flow
lifetime�, reaching similar values as the critical time is ap-
proached. This picture persists for different initial T0��0�,
indicating the controlling effect of magnetic fields, and the
robustness of the results �see Fig. 10�. Testing the conserva-
tion of total energy of the system as it evolves in time also
shows that the simulation results can be trusted only up to
the blow-up time �Fig. 11�; in its vicinity the energy conser-
vation no longer holds.

The presence of viscosity �in the two-fluid system model
used for simulation� destroys the ideal invariants and makes
them into dynamical parameter �see, e.g., Ref. 25�; the modi-
fication of magnetic fields and even the creation of micros-
cales �shocks or fast fluctuations� could, thus, result from
viscosity. From the analytical theory, one knows that mag-
netofluid effects, in particular, the ones that may cause accel-
eration, are controlled by the values of the helicity invariants

n for the parameters of Fig. 4. Post-bifurcation daughter flows are localized
ch daughter flow is of the order of the density of the mother flow. Daughter
sity
of ea
�which determine a and d�. Acceleration may be efficient in
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some range of helicities and not so otherwise. This is borne
out quite strongly in the simulations with viscosity. Even if
we start with the magnetic and the generalized helicity out-
side the required range for efficient flow generation, their
evolution could, subsequently, bring them in the appropriate
range where they could satisfy conditions needed for effi-
cient acceleration. In fact, the favorable conditions could oc-
cur more than once as the system evolves. This could, per-
haps, explain the existence of several phases of acceleration
that we encounter; the dissipation, then, would have played a
fundamental role in underwriting these distinct stages.

At this stage of our work we see that different aspects of
the magnetofluid coupling control the dynamics at different
stages/phases of development. In particular the role of Hall
term which provides a singular perturbation to the conven-
tional MHD �and introduces a characteristic intrinsic small
length scale �the ion skin depth� breaking the scale-
invariance of the ideal nonlinear system� may turn out to be
crucial. The macroscopic structures could still be accessible
within MHD, but their coupling to the microscopic structures
�dominated by the Hall term� will be an essential part of the
controlling dynamics. Since the Hall term is nonlinear, the
coupling of the macroscopic and microscopic scale hierar-
chies is rather complicated �in comparison with the well-
known viscosity effect perturbing the ideal fluid-dynamics

FIG. 7. �Color online� The x -z contour plots for the dynamical evolution of
is accelerated reaching significant speeds ��100 km/s� in a very short time
t�1000 s, the velocities reach �500 km/s or even greater ��800 km/s� v
equations�. In the previous section we made an attempt to
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offer a possible explanation of simulation results through an
equilibrium analysis similar to the one invoked in Ref. 14 to
account for the specific initial phase of the acceleration pro-
cess �after which, for realistic parameters, the quasi-
equilibrium stage follows�; the analysis was limited to an
ideal Hall MHD system. Analytical studies for more detailed
nonlinear effects are currently under investigation.

To better illustrate the importance of Hall term and two-
fluid effects, we have done simulation experiments with and
without the Hall term and other two-fluid effects �see Fig. 12
for time evolution of flow velocity maxima�. We find that
ignoring the Hall term contributions makes the quasi-
equilibrium stage disappear; there is no bifurcation of param-
eters, and the process of acceleration is much slower and
concentrated in weaker regions of the initial field distribution
�not in the center but on the sides�. We also find that the
larger the Hall parameter, the shorter the duration of quasi-
equilibrium stage; the faster the second acceleration phase
ending up with higher velocities; for large Hall parameter the
blow-up starts very soon, already in the initial stage of ac-
celeration.

The most interesting and distinguishable new results
found in the 2.5D simulation of the two-fluid equations �con-
taining various dissipative and short-scale effects� solved for

xactly following the pattern of Fig. 4. The initial flow, locally sub-Alfvénic,
0 s�. The effect is strong in the strong field region �center of the arcade�. At
The distance from the surface where it happens is �0.01R0.
V e
��10
alues.
different initial and boundary conditions are listed below:
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�1� A primary flow, even with a very slow initial speed
�V0z�1 km/s locally sub-Alfvénic� is accelerated when
it interacts with an arcade-like closed magnetic field
structure. The effect is strong in the strong field region
�initially the arcade center�. This is a common feature
independent of both the arcade characteristics and the
shape of the initial flow.

�2� For realistic �0 �measuring the strength of the Hall
term�, when the heat flux and viscosity effects are not
ignored, there is a redistribution of magnetic, flow ki-
netic, and thermal energies in the arcade region in rea-
sonable times ��100 s�.

�3� When viscosity and heat flux are ignored, the time
needed for the flow to acquire a reasonable amount of
energy is significantly longer. This is probably due to the
fact that in the first stage of acceleration, without dissi-
pation, the energy transfer through the short scales intro-
duced by the two-fluid effects is not highly effective.
Unless the initial conditions are close to the ones neces-
sary for the onset of a catastrophic process,10 the accel-
eration will be relatively slow.

�4� During the redistribution, the arcade field is modified;
the thermal and magnetic field energies are converted
locally to the flow energy. The time scale for generating
a reasonably fast flow �V0z�100 km/s� is dictated by

FIG. 8. �Color online� The x -z contour plots for dynamical evolution of tem
the daughter flow the cooling is more significant compared to the nearby re
�0. For a given initial T0��0�, the larger the �0, the faster
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is the flow generation �for a given ambient field� in both
phases of acceleration; also shorter is the quasi-
equilibrium phase. The density is nonuniformly redis-
tributed within the arcade span. The value of �0 is spe-
cifically important for the second acceleration phase
�reverse dynamo�, since it shows how the transverse
components of the magnetic and velocity fields oscillate
in the quasi-equilibrium.

�5� At some specific “critical time” ��1000 s�, the acceler-
ated flow bifurcates into two separate fast flows. At this
moment the arcade is also split in two, each with its
share of the accumulated particles. Two fast spicule-like
structures, carrying vorticity and current, are decoupled
from the mother flow. Their densities are similar to the
initial density of the mother flow.

�6� Initially, the amplification of the flow depends on the
flow �0, the ratio of the thermal and the magnetic field
energy.

�7� The distance from the interaction surface where the bi-
furcation occurs is �0.01R0. It is interesting to mention
that this height is lower than the heights of the base of a
typical hot coronal structure �see Ref. 1 and 5 and ref-
erences therein�. Initially the fast flow localizes in the
center of the original arcade. After the bifurcation,
several flows appear with distinguishable dimensions

ture T, the last of the dynamical variables. In the regions of localization of
; the latter areas are heated.
pera
��0.05R0� practically on similar heights.
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�8� For fixed initial T0, n0, the final speed of the accelerated
flow and the picture of the modified field structure are
independent of the initial flow lifetime. This result
seems extremely important in connection with the
observed flows in the lower atmosphere. At t�1000 s,
the flow acquires �500 km/s or even greater
��800 km/s� velocities. Such results persist for differ-
ent T0��0� for a given ambient field �and n0�, suggesting
the controlling effect of magnetic fields.

We note here that at any quasi-equilibrium stage of the ac-
celeration process, the nascent intermittent flows will blend
and interact with pre-existing varying scale closed field
structures �recall the fine structure of the solar atmosphere�;
the “new” flows could be trapped by other structures with
strong/weak magnetic fields and participate in creating dif-
ferent dynamical scenarios: heating of the new structure1

could result, or an escape channel could be created.7,26 Insta-
bilities, generation of waves could also be triggered.

IV. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A systematic study of the plasma flow acceleration and
energy redistribution phenomena associated with the interac-
tion of a primary plasma flow with closed field-line magnetic
structures has been presented. We have developed simple
analytical arguments to predict, explain and understand es-
sential features of the acceleration process. We have also
harnessed an improved version of the 2.5-dimensional dy-
namical code for two-fluid equations1 to simulate the flow
dynamics. The two-fluid equations contain the Hall term

FIG. 9. �Color online� Dynamical evolution of the maxima of the characteris
system �the x -z contour plots for these fields are shown in Figs. 4–8� for
�green��. The code ceases to be dependable for times at which very steep g
��0�0�, the ion vorticity, heat flux, and viscosity effects.
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The analytical and simulation effort have led us to sev-
eral far-reaching results for the understanding of the flow
acceleration process. Even at the cost of some repetition, we
list the most important ones.

�1� A primary plasma flow �locally sub-Alfvénic� is ac-
celerated when it impinges on an emerging/ambient arcade-
like closed magnetic field structure. The effect is strong in
the strong field region. It is found that the final state of the
flow is quite insensitive to the details of initial and boundary
conditions; the latter simply dictate the time scale at which
significant flow energy is generated.

�2� It is shown that there is a redistribution of magnetic,
flow-kinetic, and thermal energies in the arcade region so
that the original arcade field is modified. The time scale of

lds �b, bx, by, n, V, Vx, Vy, T� defining the interacting flow–magnetic field
ent initial flow lifetimes �t0=100 s �black�, 1000 s �red�, 2000 s �blue�, �
ts emerge; the blow-up time for this simulation is ��2500 s�.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Time evolution of the maximum of V for a given
magnetic field structure �Fig. 2� but for different initial temperatures �T0

=1 eV �black�, T0=2 eV �red�, T0=3 eV �green�, T0=10 eV �blue�� of the
flow �Fig. 1�. Several distinct phases of the acceleration process can be
tic fie
differ
discerned.
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the fast ��100 km/s� flow generation is dictated by �0, the
measure of the Hall term.

�3� It is found that at some specific time the accelerated
flow bifurcates into two separate fast flows with an accom-
panying split of the arcade; each component has its share of
the accumulated particles.

�4� Initially, the amplification of the flow depends on �0

as proven by the one-dimensional analysis. To the best of our
knowledge, this is first demonstration that major part of the
acceleration takes place within a distance �0.01R0 �indepen-
dent of �0� from the interaction surface. Later, the fast flow
localizes �with dimensions �0.05R0� in the upper center of
the original arcade.

�5� It is shown that for a given ambient magnetic field
and fixed initial T0, n0, the final speed ��500 km/s� of the
accelerated flow, and the shape of the modified field structure

FIG. 11. �Color online� Time evolution of the normalized total energy E /E0

for the flow-magnetic field system. For plots 1 and 3 �initial lifetimes 100 s
and 1000 s� heat flux, and realistic and numerical viscosity are included in
the simulation. For plot 2 �100 s initial lifetime�, the above-mentioned ef-
fects were ignored. In all cases, there is a final blow-up. In addition, it is
remarkable that shorter the initial lifetime, the longer the blow-up time. The
Hall term is taken into account for all cases.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Time evolution of Vmax�t� for different �0 values.
For curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 ��0=3.27�10−10 �realistic�; 0 �dissipation
is ignored�; 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 2�10−3, 5�10−3, respectively� two-fluid ef-
fects are ignored in all equations except the equation of motion where the
contribution of Hall term is taken into account. Curve 8 corresponds to the

case, when the Hall term is ignored along with other two-fluid effects.
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are independent of the initial flow lifetime. Many of these
parameters can be approximately calculated by analysis.

We have shown possible pathways for both dynamical
and steady acceleration of plasma flows in the lower stellar
atmosphere. The cold weak flows originating, for example,
in the lower atmosphere acquire energy as they meet and
interact with emerging/ambient magnetic fluxes; the trapping
of an ionized ��3 eV� plasma by closed structures takes
place at the same time. In the presence of dissipation, these
flows are likely to play a fundamental role in the heating of
the finely structured atmosphere. They could also provide
important clues toward the creation of the solar wind.
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